Factor XI deficiency is defined as a factor XI activity level of less than 1% [2, 3]. Severe Factor XI deficiency is characterized by a factor XI activity level of less than 1% and requires the use of factor IX inhibitor (TAFI) [7-10]. Factor XI deficiency is associated with an increased risk of bleeding tendency is variable depending on the activity level of factor XI. However, because hemophilia C is less common than other coagulopathies, it is usually recognized only after inappropriate bleeding often overcorrected with blood products, exposing the patient to further risks. The purpose of this report is to describe the role of rotational thromboelastometry in the anesthetic management of a patient with hemophilia C undergoing debulking of a recurrent intra-abdominal and retroperitoneal liposarcoma.
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**Introduction**

Hemophilia C, or factor XI deficiency, is an autosomal recessive bleeding disorder first described by Rosenthal and colleagues in 1953 [1]. It has an estimated incidence of 1 per 1,000,000 persons overall, but is more common in the Ashkenazi Jewish population, with a heterozygotic frequency of approximately 9% [2, 3]. Severe Factor XI deficiency is defined as a factor XI activity level of less than 15% of normal [4]. Partial deficiency is defined as a factor XI activity level from 20 to 70% [4]. Although it is assumed medically that the severity of bleeding in patients with Hemophilia C is directly related to the activity level of factor XI, this is not always the case as serum factor XI levels do not correlate well to the severity and likelihood of bleeding [5, 6]. It has been shown that 20-50% of patients with partial factor XI deficiency bleed excessively after a surgery [6]. Factor XI is essential for the formation and maintenance of coagulation. It performs this role by amplifying the initial coagulation response via a positive feedback mechanism, generating additional thrombin. In the intrinsic pathway, factor XII activates factor XI, which in turn activates factor IX [7-10]. Factor IX then activates factor X (thrombin) which goes on to convert factor II (fibrinogen) to fibrin for clot stabilization. In the tissue factor (extrinsic) pathway of coagulation, it is factor VII that converts prothrombin to thrombin. In both cases, activation of thrombin has a positive effect on the activation of factor XI, leading to thrombin burst and the propagation and maintenance of coagulation [7-10]. Factor XI also aids in the formation of fibrin and prevents fibrinolysis by activating thrombin-activatable fibrinolytic inhibitor (TAFI) [7-10].

The activation of this hemostatic process by vascular injury and bleeding can be rapidly assessed by point of care rotational thromboelastometry (ROTEM®; TEM International GmbH, Munich, Germany). In this case, we show how ROTEM® can be used to tailor therapy to a patient's coagulation status in near real-time minimizing both the risk of uncontrolled bleeding and the excessive use of blood products. Patient's verbal informed consent was obtained to publish this case report. In addition, our local IRB states that Case Reports do not require IRB approval.

**Case Report**

A 69-year-old Caucasian male with a large recurrent intra-abdominal and retroperitoneal liposarcoma presented for debulking. He was first diagnosed in 1993 and had undergone several rounds of chemotherapy followed by multiple surgical debridements. During one of his operations, he developed uncontrolled bleeding and required activation of the massive transfusion protocol. Subsequent hematologic studies revealed the cause of his bleeding to be factor XI deficiency.

Past medical history was significant for hypertension, easy bruis-
ing and bleeding, including spontaneous epistaxis that required blood transfusions and hemostasis by an ear, nose and throat specialist. Family history was negative for bleeding tendencies or hemophilia. Preoperative laboratory tests revealed a factor XI assay of 45%, international normalized ratio (INR) 1.3, partial thromboplastin time (PTT) 43 seconds, fibrinogen 396 mg/dL, and a platelet count of 150 K/μL. Hemoglobin was 10.2 g/dL. Previous operations had been accomplished without bleeding complications when the preoperative factor XI assay was 30% by administering 6 units of fresh frozen plasma (FFP) preoperatively, followed by 2 units of FFP daily for 3 days.

On the morning of surgery, the patient was given 3 units of FFP preoperatively based on an evidence-based calculation by a hematology consultant of the estimated dose required to provide sufficient factor XI activity to restore acceptable coagulation. His vital signs included a blood pressure of 149/87, heart rate 63, respirations 16 and oxygen saturation 100% on room air. The blood pressure was monitored using an arterial line. Electrocardiography, pulse oximetry, central venous pressure and nasopharyngeal temperature were monitored intraoperatively.

The patient was preoxygenated followed by a rapid sequence induction using fentanyl 100 mcg, lidocaine 100 mg, propofol 200 mg, and succinylcholine 160 mg. Anesthesia was maintained with sevoflurane (1.0-2.0%), vecuronium, and a 50% oxygen/air mixture. During the operation the patient became hypotensive and was noted by the surgeon to show signs of increased surgical bleeding. In order to provide better goal-directed therapy a ROTEM® assay was performed with results in Figure 1. Total operative time was 5 hours and 30 minutes. Intraoperative blood loss was 300 ml. Intraoperative hypotension was corrected with a phe-

![Figure 1. Results of ROTEM®, the tracings shown above are EXTEM, INTEM and FIBTEM. The CT of the EXTEM and INTEM tracings show that clot formation begins quickly. The alpha angle (EXTEM) shows that once the coagulation begins the clot forms quickly and the MCF (EXTEM and FIBTEM) demonstrates strong clot strength. CT, denotes clotting time; CFT, clot formation time; alpha, alpha angle; A10, amplitude 10 minutes after clotting time; A20, amplitude 20 minutes after clotting time; MCF, maximum clot firmness; ML, maximum lysis; L130, lysis index 30 minutes after clotting time.](https://scidoc.org/IJAR.php)
nylephrine infusion. No blood products were administered intraoperatively. The decision to administer FFP postoperatively was based on patient evaluation for signs of bleeding such as pallor, fatigue, tachycardia, and surgical site bleeding, and by following the hemoglobin. On postoperative day 1 (POD1), hematocrit was stable at 30% with no signs of bleeding and therefore no FFP was administered. On POD2, there was some mild oozing at the surgical site, and 1 unit of FFP was given. On POD3 hematocrit was still 30% with no sign of bleeding. The patient was discharged on POD10 with no additional need for administration of FFP.

Discussion

Prophylactic treatment options for factor XI deficiency patients undergoing surgery include factor XI concentrate, FFP, antifibrinolytic agents, desmopressin and recombinant factor VIIa. Since factor XI concentrate is not available in the United States, the most common method for prophylaxis and treatment of factor XI deficiency is administration of FFP. Some authorities suggest a prophylactic loading dose of 10-20 ml/kg prior to surgery followed by 5-10 ml/kg every day for up to 7 days after surgery [12-14]. Duga and Salomon suggest a goal of 40% for factor XI activity trough for one week [15]. However, significant bleeding is sometimes seen even at these levels [13].

The difficult risk-benefit analysis of perioperative FFP transfusion in patients with coagulopathies has prompted the development of new methods for intraoperative measurement of coagulation parameters. Conventional coagulation test are unreliable in predicting the occurrence of intraoperative bleeding. An additional problem with tests is the long processing time, makes their intraoperative use impractical.

ROTEM® is a point-of-care coagulation assay that was developed to address these shortcomings (Figure 2) [16]. Based on the measurement of the viscoelastic properties of clot formation in whole blood (conventional tests use platelet-poor plasma), the ROTEM® assay reveals a wealth of information about a patient’s coagulation status, and has the ability to discriminate between coagulopathies caused by factor deficiencies and those caused by platelet abnormalities. While ROTEM® has been approved in several European countries since 2003, it was not approved by the FDA until 2011, and many US hospitals have yet to adopt this technology [17-20].

In this case ROTEM allowed an optimal thrombosis assessment in a patient at risk of cancer-associated thrombosis. In this population thrombosis represent the second cause of dead after cancer. In general, in patients with cancer the tumor can provoke venous stasis and decrease coagulation factors circulation due to direct vascular compression and patient immobility. In addition, activation of the coagulation cascade can be triggered by inflammatory cells, cytokines, endothelium disruption, laminar blood flow disturbance by direct vascular invasion, tumor cells procoagulant, and tissue factor expression [21]. Furthermore, surgery itself could also alter the components of the Virchow's triad and predispose our patient to venous thromboembolism [21].

During this case, intraoperative coagulation monitoring with ROTEM® allowed us to avoid unnecessary further use of blood products. Because FFP does not contain concentrated levels of factor XI, large amounts of FFP are often required in the treatment of Hemophilia C which is associated with the risk of several adverse events such fluid overload, infection, transfusion reactions including transfusion-related acute lung injury (TRALI), and anaphylaxis [22-24]. Fluid overload correlates with volume and rate of infusion, positive fluid balance, and can be present in up 1-8% of transfusions [22, 23]. TRALI, is thought to be associated to granulocytic-specific antibodies, HLA, and FFP from female donors. This lung injury is characterized by rapid onset pulmonary edema, hypoxemia, and dyspnea in the absence of circulatory overload and is one of the leading causes of mortality associated with transfusion [23]. In contrast to TRALI, most of allergic transfusion reactions are mild consisting in flushing, urticaria, and pruritus. However up to 1:18,000 transfusions can present with systemic symptoms [23]. It is worth to note the potential of ROTEM in the prevention of inappropriate transfusions in patients with coagulopathies such as hemophilia, that otherwise could lead to the aforementioned transfusion-related adverse events. In addition, thromboelastometry could be considered in the monitoring of hemostatic performance after recombinant factors administration in patients with hemophilia A and B with neutralizing antibodies against exogenous factors [25].

In previous cases without intraoperative monitoring, this patient had received considerable volumes of perioperative FFP based on preoperative factor XI activity assays. We wished to minimize the patient’s FFP exposure during this procedure, and antifibrinolytics were relatively contraindicated due to the increased risk of venous thromboembolic events (VTEs) in malignancy. The administration of 3 units of FFP preoperatively, rather than 6 as had been done previously, was based on an evidence-based calculation by the hematology consultant of the estimated dose required to provide sufficient factor XI activity to restore acceptable coagulation.

Figure 2. Rotational Thromboelastometry (ROTEM) provides information about the coagulation kinetics.
When the patient developed intraoperative hypotension, ROTEM® was performed to assess coagulation status and evaluate the need for administration of blood products. The technical details of ROTEM® are described elsewhere [18]. In our case (see Figure 1), the CT and alpha-angle were at the upper limits of normal in both INTEM and EXTEM. The FIBTEM assay, which assesses the stability of a clot based on the presence of fibrin and factor XIII levels in the blood sample was elevated, an expected result given this patient’s known history of malignancy. With a known factor XI deficiency, we expected the patients INTEM to be prolonged due to the presumed absence of adequate amounts of factor XI to aid in propagation of the coagulation cascade, and hence clot formation. For instance, over a threefold prolongation of CT in INTEM was reported in a patient with homozygous severe factor XI deficiency [11]. The abnormal FIBTEM assay was more significant in our case as malignancy can lead to a hypercoagulable state. Based on the information from the ROTEM®, it was thus determined that the patient was not hypocoagulable, but was relatively hypercoagulable. Intraoperative administration of FFP was therefore not required. The administration of additional FFP would have increased fibrin clot formation further and increased our patient’s risk for VTEs given his risk factors of malignancy, epithelial damage from surgery, and venous stasis from his sedentary post-surgical state.

Conclusion

The use of ROTEM® as a point-of-care coagulation assay to direct the perioperative management of patients at risk for intraoperative bleeding proved very valuable in our case. Although severe intraoperative and postoperative hemorrhage can increase morbidity and mortality among patients, excessive transfusion of blood products can lead to complications. As such, a thorough understanding of hemostasis and its intraoperative management is essential to prevent unnecessary transfusion. ROTEM® can be used to safely and confidently tailor therapy to a patient’s coagulation status in near real-time, minimizing both the risk of uncontrolled bleeding and the excessive use of blood products. In our case, it was established that our patient with a known deficiency in factor XI requiring massive transfusions of FFP in past surgeries was actually hypercoagulable, making the use of intraoperative FFP unnecessary during the debulking of his liposarcoma.
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